Abstract: The present study focuses on both static and dynamic properties as cues to pi ace of articulation in fricatives. Results sugges[ that noise amplitude, relative amplitude, and spectral moments were successful in terms of distinguishing place of articulation of English fricatives across a great variety of speakers and vowel contexts.
INTRODUCTION
The cues which serve to distinguish English fricatives in terms of pIace of articulation are noi yet fully understood. Acoustic studies suggest that properties of the spectrum, duration, and amplitude of the noise can all distinguish sibilant /s, z,~, 3/ from non-sibilant /f, v, e, 5/ and /s, d from /s, 3/ within the class of sibilants (l). However, noise properties seem insufficient to distinguish /f, v/ from /6, 5/. Some research suggests that cues to this distinction may reside in the fricative-vowel transitions (2). The present study focuses on both static and dynamic properties as cues to place of articulation in fricatives. Static cues include spectral peak location, noise duration and ampIitudc, while dynamic cues include relative amplitude, locus equations, and spectral moments.
METHODS
Twenty native speakers of American English (10 females, 10 males) were recorded. Targets were of the form CVp, the first consonant being If, v, e, 5, s, z, j, 3/, and the vowel /i, c, a, a, o, uf. Three repetitions of each target were produced in the carrier phrase "Say _ again". Recordings were sampled at 22 kHz with 16 bit quantization using Waves+ software running on a SUN SPARCstation 5. Spectral peak is defined here as the highest-amplitude peak of the FFT spectrum derived with a 40-ms Hamming window in the middle of the frication noise. For relative amplitude, a D~was derived at vowel onset and at fricative midpoint, using a 23.3 ms Hamming window. The vowel amplitude of the component in the F5-F6 region for non-sibilants ,and in the F3-F4 region for sibilants was measured (vowel amplitude in dB) and the fricative amplitude of the spectral component in the same frequency region as that selected for the vowel was measured (fricative amplitude in dB). Relative amplitude was then expressed as the difference between fricative and vowel amplitude (see 3). For locus equations, LPC spectra were computed with a 23.3 ms Hamming window placed at vowel onset and vowel midpoint (SW 4). Spectral moments were computed from FFT spectra (see 5), using a 40-ms Hamming window located at the onset, middle, and offset of the fricative, as well as centered over vowel onset.
RESULTS
Statistical analysis indicated that both spectral peak location and noise duration distinguished the sibilants from the non-sibilants; in addition, spectral peak location also separated /s, ti from /f, 3/. The two amplitude measures distinguished all four places of articulation (Table 1) , Analysis of locus equation data (Table 2) indicated main effects for both slope and y-intercept.
Only the slope for /f, v/ was significantly different from that for the other three places of articulation. In addition, the y-intercept did not distinguish among I e, 61and /s, d. Analysis of 4 spectral moments at 4 different window locations yielded a wealth of data, only some of which can bc discussed in this space. Briefly, all four places of articulation could be statistically distinguished at every window location by at least 2 different spectral moments. In all cases where a moment failed to distinguish all places this was always due to confusion of /f,v/ with / 6, 5/. Table 3 shows how the first moment, spectral mean, distinguished all places of articulation at two window locations. These two locations arc particularly important, since it has been suggested that both stable spectral properties in the middle of the fricative and fricative-vowel transition information contribute to fricative identification. [n conclusion, while all but one cue investigated here could distinguish sibilant from non-sibilant fricatives, noise amplitude, relative amplitude, and spectral moments were found to be successful in terms of distinguishing alI four places of articulation of English fricatives across a great variety of speakers and vowel contexts, These findings suggest that both static and dynamic information specify fricative identity. In future research we will investigate the classification accuracy of these metrics using discriminant analysis as well as regress these acoustic data on perception data obtained from 20 listeners (o determine the extent to which each of these cues contributes to fricative perception.
